COV ER STO RY

Weeks before boyfriend William Tell’s October proposal, Lauren Conrad spotted a brass
apple at a flea market, and a seed was planted. “We like to have things in our home that are
meaningful,” she says. “And because of William’s name, I thought, Oh, this makes sense. Then I
started finding more and more.” (Quick history lesson: Legend has it that, under duress, 14thcentury marksman William Tell split an apple atop his son’s head with a crossbow.) With
her collection blooming by the time the University of Southern California law grad produced a
2-carat solitaire on bended knee, apples and arrows seemed the perfect flourishes for the
wedding. The former Hills star turned fashion and lifestyle mogul began scouring shops for
centerpiece-worthy brass vases to match her fruits and perfecting her apple pie recipe. But when
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COV ER STO RY
she floated the idea of arranging her
own flowers, her wedding planner,
close friend Cassandra Herschenfeld,
drew the line. “I told her no chance,”
says Herschenfeld, also a bridesmaid.
Eventually Conrad caved. As she tells
Us, “It’s important to just enjoy the
day and what it represents: my excitement to marry William!”
On September 13, she did just that.
With 50 apple pies baked and about
100 vintage handkerchiefs procured, Conrad, 28, sat contentedly
while her team worked: hairstylist
Kristin Ess curled Conrad’s signature waves, and makeup artist Amy
Nadine Clement applied faux lashes.
To the sounds of Taylor Swift and
Aretha Franklin, she slipped on her
custom Badgley Mischka gown — a
Chantilly and Alençon lace number
with a 10-foot train. After a moment of introspection — veil or no
veil? — Ess clipped on the headpiece
and Conrad blurted, “I’m ready to
get married!” An hour later, as a
violinist and a guitarist played the
Beatles’ “In My Life,” Conrad’s father,
Jim, escorted her down a burlap
runner strewn with gilded eucalyptus leaves toward her blind date
from Valentine’s Day 2012. “I don’t
know that I have ever been as happy
as I was walking down that aisle,”
Conrad tells Us. “It was amazing!”

be surrounded by structures,”
says Conrad. “But we learned
through planning that meant
we had to bring in everything,
from a kitchen to bathrooms
to the tent. Oops!” With logistics set, Conrad, founder of
an eponymous lifestyle site,
filled in details that fit her
feminine aesthetic — though
for Tell’s sake, she says, “I
didn’t go overly pink!” Through
daily phone chats and a shared
Pinterest board, Conrad and
NYC-based Herschenfeld collaborated on everything from
save-the-dates (featuring an
illustration of the bride and
groom in their reception attire)
to blooms (sweet peas, the first
flowers Tell gave Conrad, were
musts). “Lauren wanted everything to be whimsical,” says

Anna Bond of Rifle Paper Co. — “I’m a big
fan!” says Conrad — illustrated stationery
as well as the day’s apple-and-arrow logo.
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Guests!

Welcome bags In a canvas tote
printed with the apple-and-arrow
logo, guests received fruit, water,
cookies, wine, a corkscrew and the
duo’s fave candy (Gummi bears for
Conrad; Reese’s Pieces for Tell).
Recovery kit For those needing a
push toward the day-after brunch
thrown by Conrad’s folks, the duo
dispensed Never Hungover minis,
Pepto-Bismol, Emergen-C, Chapstick with sunscreen, Josie Maran
argan oil and Burt’s Bees lip balm.
Favor Inspired by the couple’s love
of gin rummy, the Martha Stewart
Weddings team created a gamenight box, including a custom Crazy
in Love Eights card deck.

The pair, who cuddled on a
love seat, exchanged rosegold bands from XIV Karats
(hers has pavé diamonds).
Conrad hung her own vintage hankies.
Her maids received special ones: “Older
ones often have an embroidered initial.
I searched to find the initial of the girls.”

A Marriage of Ideas

Amazing, yes, but not exactly the day
she had imagined. “I always said I
wanted a destination wedding — to
be barefoot on the beach,” explains
the LC Lauren Conrad for Kohl’s designer. But as she and Tell, 34, tallied
their guests, she says, “we realized
our must-have-them-there list was
over 100 people!” Plan B took them
venue hunting in Santa Ynez, California, two and a half hours up the coast
from their L.A.-area home. Says
the bride, “We wanted somewhere
that felt removed, but didn’t require
everybody to get on a plane.”
Within a week they had selected
a rustic, mountainside vineyard
to serve as the backdrop for their
outdoor vows. “We didn’t want to

Gifts for

Ivory hemstitched runners from La
Tavola Fine Linen adorned the wooden
tables, while Casa de Perrin flatware
and crystal glasses added vintage flair.

Bridesmaids carried bouquets of
dahlias, garden roses and peonies
by Gilly Flowers & Events.
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Conrad and Tell cut into
a two-tiered chocolate
cake with ganache and
vanilla buttercream icing
from A Sweet Savory.

Tell gave Conrad an
apple locket with
a snipping of the
menu from their first
date. His present:
a 1960s Omega
Seamaster watch.
The happy couple goofed off with the bridal
party, who were given Solemates heel
protectors to keep their pumps from sinking
into grass. “Lauren was very thoughtful,”
says photographer Elizabeth Messina.

Herschenfeld, founder of Cassandra
Bette Events (cassandrabetteevents
.com). “She had a ton of ideas.”
And sketches and photos. Conrad,
who once dreamed of owning a
bridal boutique, came prepared to
her first meeting with Mark Badgley
and James Mischka at their New
York City studio. Having ditched
her initial idea for a tulle ball gown,
she presented the duo with images
of fitted, long-sleeve lace dresses.
“She had a really clear notion,”
Badgley tells Us. “And she stuck to
her guns.” Even in the face of doubt.
During a fitting at her Beverly Hills
condo, Conrad informed the Badgley
Mischka–dispatched tailor that she
had decided to slice off the sleeves.
“I felt like I couldn’t pull them off,”
she explains. “I don’t have superlong
arms.” When the tailor balked, she
stood strong: “I was like, ‘Sir, if you
don’t cut them off, I’m going to use
my kitchen scissors and cut them.’”
Request granted.
Tell — busy studying for July’s
California bar exam — opted out of
most appointments. “She would ask
me for dress advice and I would stick
my fingers in my ears and hum,” he
tells Us. “I just wanted to be surprised!” But the former musician did
hire the reception band, Elan Artists’
Ground Control. “I wanted a band
that plays weddings and knows how
to get grandmas dancing,” he says.
“And I wanted a Motown vibe because that’s the style of music I love.”
He approached the menu from a
practical standpoint. Learning that
his fiancée had chosen black striped
bass and Tuscan roasted chicken, he
insisted on adding a beef tenderloin
option. “I threw a wrench in the
works,” he admits. “I know weddings
can be long days and it’s important
to have sustenance. You don’t want
anybody getting too drunk!”

This I Promise You

Particularly when cocktails are
passed before the bride even makes
an appearance. As the 230 guests
arrived at the ceremony tent — dotted with olive trees and teardrop
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Conrad didn’t
go diet-crazy
leading up to
the wedding.
“He proposed to
me like this, he
can marry me like
this!” she jokes.

The Party Playlist
Tell created an eclectic set list
(no Bon Jovi, please!)
“Lauren made
a special
request,”
Tell says of
his serenade.

YOU CAN CALL ME AL Paul Simon
LOVELY DAY Bill Withers
YOU’VE GOT A FRIEND James Taylor
SON OF A PREACHER MAN Dusty Springfield
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chandeliers — around 4 p.m., they
were offered their choice: Ketel
One–spiked lemonade or a brandyand–hard cider concoction dubbed,
fittingly, Apple of My Eye. Explains
Conrad, “If someone hands me a
cocktail before I walk into the ceremony, they are my new best friend.”
Drinks in hand, the crowd watched
as Tell’s longtime pal Casey Scharetg
led a short (30 minutes!) and very
sweet nondenominational ceremony.
“It was important that the person
who officiated is somebody we knew
really well,” says Tell. Plus, adds
Conrad, “he’s an excellent speaker.”
But the most poignant words of the
ceremony came from the Southern
California natives, who penned their
vows together. Conrad worked on
hers for 11 months, she says: “I kept a
folder in my phone, and whenever I
thought of something, I’d add it.” Tell,
who fretted prewedding that “nothing was going to be good enough,”
fought tears as he pledged to always
remain by Conrad’s side. “He needed

a hankie!” says Conrad. “I kept it
together.” After sealing their marriage with a kiss, Mr. and Mrs. Tell
recessed up the aisle to the Beatles’
“Two of Us.” The upbeat tune, says
Conrad, “is the first song I ever saw
William perform.”

Dance, Dance Revolution
Sentimental music also sweetened
the reception — a dream setting of
candle-covered wood tables outfitted
with mismatched china. Conrad and
her husband enjoyed their first dance
to the Once’s version of “You’re My
Best Friend” — the song Tell played
during his candlelit proposal at their
Laguna Beach, California, home.
But Tell had an even more romantic
moment up the sleeve of his bespoke
Jonathan Behr tux: Midreception,
he crooned Frankie Valli’s “Can’t
Take My Eyes Off You” to his bride.
“It was the highlight of the wedding,”
Conrad’s Hills costar Lo Bosworth,
a bridesmaid, tells Us. “It turned the
dance floor into a crazy party!”

Conrad changed into a strapless
Monique Lhuillier dress and grooved
with guests to hits including Michael
Jackson’s “Billie Jean” (which sparked
a dance-off!) until a local noise ordinance forced the band to power
down at 10 p.m. With an iPod keeping
the afterparty going past midnight,
the bride traded her fitted reception
gown for the slip she wore under her
Badgley Mischka. “At that point,” she
says, “I just wanted to have an eating
party!” Cue the mini–grilled cheeses
and bite-size chicken and waffles.
Food will be a main attraction on
the couple’s two-week Mediterranean
honeymoon. “We had a busy summer,” says Conrad. “It will be nice to
kind of do nothing.” Nothing, that is,
except live happily ever after. “Lauren
is my best friend who I also think is
really hot,” gushes Tell. Echoes his
wife, “We’re very good partners. We
challenge each other, in a good way.
And we both think we’re hilarious,
so we spend a lot of time laughing.

Mostly at each other!”

Her

Bridesmaid
Designs

Now these dresses can be worn again. Initially
planning to select gowns for her 10 maids from
her Paper Crown line, Conrad got to talking with
COO Maura Oehm, then newly engaged as well.
“We wanted different dresses for certain
people,” says Conrad.
“So we took into account people’s shapes
and common wedding
colors.” The result is
a 12-piece collection
($220–$325, papercrown.com) from which
Conrad’s pals could
choose a style in blush
chiffon. Says Conrad,
“It’s important for everyone to feel good!”
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With reporting by Ingrid Meilan & Jennifer Peros

BEHIND Her Look

Conrad’s trusted glam squad unveils her beauty secrets

MAKEUP
AND HAIR

COUTURE
GOWN
Glamorous. Classic. Simple.
That’s how Conrad described
her pie-in-the-sky attire. But as
Mark Badgley and James Mischka
began designing a two-tone ivory
Chantilly lace dress embroidered
with Alençon lace and dusted with
crystals, pearls and baby glass
beads, she realized she wanted
to truly make an entrance. “I did
a photo shoot, and there was a
dress with a giant train,” she recalls. “So I emailed them, ‘How
do you feel about, like, a 10-foot
train?’” Jokes Mischka, who also
provided her satin peau de soie
heels: “In fittings, the train kept
getting longer. But it’s beautiful!”

Conrad wanted a hairstyle
“that wouldn’t look dated in
20 years,” says pro Kristin
Ess, who curled the star’s
extensions-boosted mane
with a 1¼-inch iron and set
it with spray. Her makeup,
too, was soft. Plucking from
her “Lauren kit,” pro Amy
Nadine Clement applied
Kanebo by Sensai foundation, Giorgio Armani powder
and Make Up for Ever HD
blush in peachy pink. On
her eyes: black Mark Get in
Line liner and Maybelline
Full ‘N Soft mascara. For
the you-may-kiss-the-bride
moment: Kanebo by Sensai
liner in Sakura and Dior
Addict Lip Polish in peach.
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MAKING OF THE

Wedding

Baking Pies

One day the bride-to-be was draped in French
lace. The next, Conrad was kneading dough

Designing a Custom Dress
Every few months, Conrad flew to New York to meet with Badgley and
Mischka. First, the trio compiled an inspiration board centered around
photos of Old Hollywood icon Grace Kelly (below), then they pored
over fabric swatches and beading samples. The Fashion Institute of
Design & Merchandising alum even tried on patterns made of muslin.
Says Badgley, “She was involved in the process the whole way.”

FROM LEFT: COURTESY OF BADGLEY MISCHKA;
COURTESY OF CONRAD/INSTAGRAM (4)

Two weeks prevows, 300 apples arrived at Conrad’s condo.
“They needed to be cored and
sliced,” she tells Us. “I was like,
I didn’t think this through!” But
with help from pal Lauren Lowstan of A Sweet Savory and
bridesmaid Hannah Skvarla, 50
pies were made and frozen. “It
was a lot. But I liked the idea of
a home-baked dessert.”

Perfecting the Petals
Inspiration struck Conrad when she stumbled upon a photo of flowers
bunched in brass vases. “I bought some vases to do my own arrangements,”
she recalls. “I loved how it looked.” She considered filling them with dusty
millers until she saw the leaflike blooms at multiple weddings. “Lauren didn’t
want to be cliché,” says planner Herschenfeld (above, fixing rehearsal-dinner
decor September 12). Instead, she chose dahlias and roses.

Getting
Showered
Hours before an August 31 tea party,
the guest of honor dashed to a farmers’ market to pick up peonies and
roses for centerpieces. Tablescaping
experts Dish Wish added gold flatware and floral dishes, while My Drap
provided custom napkins. Conrad’s
bridesmaids handled the rest. One
highlight: a newlyweds-style quiz for
Conrad and Tell, who made a surprise
appearance, bouquet in hand.
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Attending to
the Details
Conrad and Herschenfeld thought
of everything — down to the loaves
wrapped in butcher’s paper set atop
each rehearsal dinner plate. Though
her something old (mom Kathy’s
promise ring, also borrowed) and new
(diamond bracelets from XIV Karats)
were preplanned, Conrad waited till
the big day to settle on a blue token:
a hankie clutched at the altar.
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